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Officials cut hours
for alcohol service

Play ball

Den, catered parties affected
• by'Jaime Osgood
Staff Writer

•

I iquor will not he served at
the Bears'Pen after 11:30 p.m.
Slonday thsough Friday, and
after midnight on Saturdays
from now on.
• At parties being .catered by
Residential Life, .alcohol-srill
not be served after 12:20 a.m.
Until recently, patrons of the
Bears' Den and catered parties
were able to purchase liquor
right up until closing.
Das id Sotto, dining sers ice
manager for Memorial Union,
said the changes result from
Cillistlitto Two Siedner, evin Lawrence. Tom Mulvaney, Soren Siren take advaatage of %WM.
L_newly enforced university
ante Werra wenthier in a field across from Somerset Hall.
pawn by Dom VankliWih
—
.guidelines,
which set limits on
when last call' must be given.
icy
:_i,t,.
polced.
"This_nol
lust is vnottxian;elfor

John Rebstock, director of
University Dining Services, said
was recently informed by
Robert Dana, Cutler Health
Center's substance abuse consultant, that Reslife operations
in the Memorial Union were not
consistent with university

"We wanted to make sure the
distribution and consumption
of alcohol was the same to all
groups on campus, and that
there was no favoritism being
showed," Dana said.
Ftebstock said he just wasn't
aware of the inconsistency, but
now. ResLife is trying to
straighten things out.
"We are trying to bring
everything in under the same set
of rules now so_ there won't be
any confusion," he said.
Sotto said that when he
. Botta said.
learned
of the problem, he reexplained
that-tbeltintife
He
quested clarification.
-services in the union had been
• "I received a memo from
---erperating under state laws for liquor service, not the university- --Scott Anchors, director--ofthemselves. They're mature adults and enjoy th
Residential Life, stating the
policy that is written in the sturesponsibility (of living in a fraternity house)" dent handbook.
policy did apply to the Bears'
"I'm really a correspondent between the
-state law basically allows an
Den, the University club, and
undergraduates, the alumni and the administra- operation to serve until closing, any party in the union building
tion," he said.
The university's policy differs
"I-think an adviser is a really essential corn-- from this," he said.
(see ALCOHOL page 3)
munication link between undergrads and ,
alums."
Civiello. an 15 Ulihine graduate, said-twe
are several ways of handling problems that may

--T
tiveln
'i advisers
-asers-back in--style

11 otit,of 43 -campus fraternities have one_
by Steve Miliano
Staff Writer

In the past, fraternities and sororities across
the country had live-in advisers to watch over
their houses and members.
During the early 1960s, however, the worth Of
such advisers was questioned, and many universities did away with the position.
*Mile the 'University of Maine was one of
those institutions that moved away-from the adviser system, the current feeling about advisers
uit depends on the problem." he said. "If
—From staff and wire
among both campus officials and fraternity , there is a major problem, I can bring it pp at our
reports
members is much more positive.
weekly house meeting. Smaller problems I may
.Istiact, 11 of the 13 national fraternity chapters
be ab)e to handle by talking with one or swim-I LLINOC10ET — Two
at UMaine currently have a live-in ads'set-. accor
dividuals who may be involved, or with the house
of
the
baby caribou that were
ding to William Lucy, associate dean of Student
president."
moved
to Baxter State Park
Activities and Organizations. IN Beta Phi, the onWhen meeting with the entire house memberdied, but II made it safely
ly sorority at UMaine with a house, also has a
ship. Civiello said he tries to get the brothers to
and one more will be trucklive-in adviser.
"put themselves in my shoes and the president's
ed
north from his pen in
"During the '60S, their value was.questionand to try to look at it from our perspective."
Orono
next week, said
ed," Lucy said. "Today, their importance is ap-i
Civiello said he is convinced that the idea of
Margaret
Nagle,
a
preciated. It's an old tradition that is coming
a live-in adviser is a good one. "I think every
spokeswoman
at
the
Univerback. Our fraternities and their national headfraternity could benefit from a live-in adviser."
sity of Maine in Orono,
quarters support the idea of live-in advisers.
Jim Roberts, president of Tau Kappa Epsilon,
where the caribou pen is
"I've never heard one fraternity with a live-in
also expressed his support for the adviser system.
located.
She said the animals
adviser say it was a bad idea," he said.
He said that he and TKE's adviser, Scott Feeney,
that
died
were 1-year-old.
• Lucy said that advisers in the greek system are
have a good working relationship.
"Tiffany
Scratcher" may
not meant to be a hinderance to any fraternity
"He keeps track of what's going on,"
have had an adverse reaction
or sorority, but "is one more way to strengthen
Roberts said. "If there are any problems ... or if
to the tranquilizing drug usthe organization."
he notices that things are not being taking care
ed
to calm her for the ride to
"The role of an adviser is not to run the
of, he brings them up to me."
tviiiiinocket.
And "Debby"
organization," Lucy said. "He or she is there
Roberts said he was originally a little worried
appeared
to
have
suffered a
to step in, if necessary, to avoid things that may
about a possible conflict over the adviser's role
bloating
condition
that
embarrassing
to
the
group.
"
be illegal or
in a fraternity, but that after a meeting with.
prevented
her
from
To fry to be of any more influence than is
Feeney, any worries were put to rest.
breathing, Nagle said.
necessary, would be "to take away from the true
"We set down ground rules and defined our,
"We are disappointed in
meaning of fraternity,," be said.
positions," Roberts said.
the
loss of those animals,
Sam Civiello, Phi Kappa Sigma's adviser,
"Scott has undoubtedly been beneficial to this
especially
because they were
agreed. "The guys .here can take care of
organization."

Two caribott elle
g•

M

females and would have
represented future breeding
females in the herd' said
biologist Mark McColloUgh.
He said the techniques
and .The drug used to tranquilize the animals had been
used throughout North
America.
"Each individual animal
responds differently to the
tranquilizing drug," he
said. "It's never an easy
business
transporting
animals."
Another caribou originally destined for transfer, named "E.U. Tuckermore" by its
human caretakers, was a
2-year-old
stag
that
biologists had expected
Would become a dominant
male in the new herd. But it
was left behind Wednesday
when five other caribou were
tranquilized for, the trip
north.
(tee CARIBOU pnge

•
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Baker-Shamir meeting "productive"

ROBERT
'CRAY
A XIII

Lii 1.1 11 111...J

Featuring the Mamphis Horns
and

Ivan Neville
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
University of Maine, Orono
Thursday, April 27, 1989 at 8:00ps!L___
All Seats Reserved: $18.50'-

TICKETS NOW ON SALE
MAINE CENTER FOR TM ARTS BOX 0111(
Charge by phone 581-1755(Visa/Mastercard)8:30430 weekdays. Boy Office
window open 1000 a.m..:4:00 p.m. weekdays.

FELD BALLET
"Young,
beautiful and
athletic ...
able to amuse
assions

."

THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 8:00 P.M.- TONIGHT!
Ballet is truly capable of arousing our deepest passionS, and the Feld
Ballet Company - direct from 6 sold-out weeks at NYC's Joyce Theatre - is
among the best Eliot Feld has been called ..one of the mcst inventive
and courageous choreographers in America." Program features classical
and contemporary works
Tiara Gemmel Public Mlle • seldom:Sensor Cturn 114416
UM STUDENTS FREE WITH ID'
hound is port Spear New Wand Forssidosart taw Ms ail* support from At Naomi
Emaws for Clor Arts and thr /Atm Aria Ccommuicws

April 8th at 8 p.m.
One of the hottest stars of contemporary
country music' Nominated for a Crammy
this year, and winner of Country Musk
Associations SinOr of Ov Year and niaol Vocal
mod rn 1
wtth Mane Oc40Ats
4eitter ("turn.

Promotional help from Q-106.5-FM!

-FOR
TICKETS &-INFORMATION 581-1755
AU.SEATS RESERVED •CHARGE BY
PHONE,I10-4:30 weekdays Mr.
Officeare
10-3 asinksirp &lead 1/mbaioniamain time
window

mos
,

FOR THE ARTS
MAINE CENTER
University OF Maine,
Orono, Maine 01469

-propose -elections among the I.?
million Palestinian Arabs whofINe
under Israeli control on the-VAit
Bank and in Gaza, with the Aim of
picking leaders to negotiate with
Israel over the PaleitVnians' future.
ShamirinifirOWt&-aeasion with
Baker that be would pursue bringing
peace to the Mideast with President
Bush on Thursday at the White
House.
Israel has controlled the %Veit Bank
and Gaza since its lightning victory.
OM Egypt, Jordan and Syria in the'
t967 Six-Day war. On Monday. Bush
called on Israel to end what be,sitid
overall settlement with the Arabs.

011 spill possibility "covered-up"
W'ASH I NGTON(AP)— Sea. Alan
Cranston and Rep. Mel Levine on
Wednesday accused the federal
government of hiding from the nation
the possibility of a major oil spill and
the ineffectiveness of clean-up
technology.
The California Democrats blamed
the Reagan administration for what
they called a cover-up and asked
President Bush to cancel further oil
leasing off thc California coast pending a complete resiew -of the
program
L.evine released internal memoran-

da. from the Reagan administration
-Oa the'propownl lease sale in nonhern
-CAifornia which he iaid revealed thelikelihood of a major spill, other
adverse impacts on- the environment
and an attempt to whitewash the
information.
"The federal gosernment ref used to
plan for a worst case spill scenario in
Alaska and the result is one of the naenvironmental
tion's
worst
disasters„:" _Levine said. "Now we__
learn - that -goventment t r ied todeliberately cover up information
Ahout spills in California."

Imported weapons ban expanded
WASHINGTON (AP)- The Bush
administration expanded its s-uspen' sion on imports of semiautomatic
- assault weapons Wednesday and sui,, ed regret that American-made
weapons could not be included.
The step widened-a-three-week-old-import ban to ccwer 24 foreign-made
Models missed initially, mid White .
House press secretary Marlin
. _
-" — -Fitzwater- —r
Fitzwater called the action, which
took effect immediately, a "midcourse correction" on the way to
longer-range measures. He said the
new step should completely dry up
foreignmade
flow
of
the

semiautomatic weapons while an administration irons continues.
The onguial suspension of imports,
declared March 14 by the Treasury
Secretary Nicholas Brady, who
oversees the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobedeo-and-Firearmx-covered-110percent of the imports. Wednesdirjes
action was designed to get at the remaining 20 percent, Fitzwater said.
A prime reason for the expansion,
the spokesman said, was to fill holes
in the original order that had allowed foreign gun manufacturers not
covered by the ban to gain a competitive advantage. •
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Bush unveils education package

DAN
SEALS

All reserved sentc Sl4
'S2 thscourrt e,Ctudryi

WASHINGTON(AP) Secretary
of State lama A. Baker III said
Thursday he was encouraged by suggestions byrIsraeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir for settling the ArabIsraeli dispute.
Baker commented sftera-twour-meeting with Shantir. that the
secretary called "verY Productive,
useful and very friendly."
For his part, Shamir said he had offered "some ways to solve" problems
in the !slideast and remarked:
-I feel we have started a Very
\serious discussion. Our conversatiOn
was very friendly."
Details were not disclosed.
Shamir said last week he would

- by Andy Bean
Staff Water

WASHING tON (AP)- President
Bush, who has said he wants to be
remembered as the education president, today sent Congress a package
he said would make educational ex'cellence "a classroom malty.,"
Bush unveiled.' his3422 million
'package of measures in a Rose
--arden Ceremony at which he
honored teacher of the year Mary V.
.Bicouvaris.
Mrs. Bicouvaris, a Greek immigrant who teaches American
government ..and_international relations at Bethellfigh School in Hampton, Va., "epitomizes excellence in
education," Bush said.

Bush's package would carry out
many of his campaign promises on
education, including $250 million in
merit grants to the nation's best
schools and a new $100 million
magnet_ school program.
- Magnet Schools are those that have
a special curriculum, gising parents
an option on where to send their
children.
At a ceremony also attended by
Education Secretary Lauro F.
Cavazos and first lady Barbara Bush,
the president -said, "There are-few-tasks that demand more urgent attention than the education of our
kls."
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UMaine trying to increase research fundirOfficials hope ongoing projects will attract money from outside sources
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer.
.•
Fiiisdi to- conduct research at • the
University of Maine have not kept up
• with other New England colleges, but an
effort is being made to change that.
UMaine received $11.7 million in
-tutternally,sponsored activity projects for
fiscal year I-948. Sponsoced-activity-projects include teacher training, curriculum
development and research. Tivo-thirds of
the money went into research projects.
The other five land-grant universities
in New England were awarded more. The
amounts received by the other universities ranged from $21.5 million at the
University .01.140! Hampshire to $53.4_
million at the University - of-Massaclutset-But Paul Uttormark, assistant vice
president for Research at UMaine, said,
"Some of these institutions are much ,
larger, and ,for example, UVM has a
medical school, so it is difficult to make
comparisons between the schools."
He said UMaine is attempting to increase the amount of research being

Executive director
of Hope House
to speak tonight
A recovering alcoholic of 15 years will
speak about his experiences and the af
fect alcoholism has on the family.
Don Emmons, a licensed substance
abuse counselor and executive director
of the Hope House in Bangor will speak
• at 7:10 p.m. Thursday in the Wells Com mons Lounge.
Tracy Howe, a resident, assistant in
Hannibal-Han Hall said Emmons
will do a role-play of a family with an
alcoholic
"He gets real involved with it and its
real intense. You donl usually see too
man) dry eyes afterwards," Howe
said.
Emmons' lecture aired nationally on
public television.
He developed the Family Treatment
Program at the Eastern Maine Medical
Center and an adolescent program at
York Hospital.
The program is sponsored by Residential Life and West Area Campus Board
and is free to the public.

.Alcohol
--icontinued from page one)
catered by ResLife," he said.
Sotto said the hours the Bears Den
and the other services are open' for
business has not changed.
"We are still open until I a.m. Sunda,
but we stop serving liquor at midnight," he said. burins the week, he
said, the den closes at midnight. Botto said there have not been very
many complaints about the changes.
"The bulk of responses have simply,
been inquiries," he said.

put _an_ ad in our
CLASSIFIEDS!

is very intense, but we've got some examples of doing extremely well there,"
he said.
In September UMaine was chosen
along with two other state universities
ass the site of the National Center for
-Paul Uttormark, assistant v.p. for research at UMaine Geographic Information and Analysis.
The center is the first of its kind in the
--knowledge. Information that if world. UMaine, the University of New
conducted.
u generated through research can thai be- York, Buffalo and the University of
"Were hoping .to sr"
university as a research andlprodunttin, _ made part of the curriculum," he California, Santa Barbara were chosen
stitution," Uttormark said. nVe -feel , said.
over eight other institutions.
given the capabilities of our faculty we ' To make it easier for faculty members
• to begin research, "start-up assistance"
have the opportunities to .do so."
UMaine is also conducting acid
:.:
he university is being provided, precipitation research that U4 He rail a key stcp
achievin_. this\
goal is to increase externally sponsored 'Uttormark said. There is a Faculty national recognition. The research was
Research Funds Program on campus
activities. part of a technology program that aired
that provides money for research to
External funding, which includes
on the Fox Network in late February.
mosey from the federsd government, the university faculty on a competitive basis.
Quaternary research,the study ofthe
FIculty members are also given equip- ice ages, ecosystems and cultures during
state government, and:private business,_
for the- 1988 fiscal year increased 7 per-' ment, and sometimes a reduced teaching
the past 2.4 million rtars, is another area
load to make the surfing of a project
cent over the previous year.
where UMaine has been successful in ateasier.
Uttormark said it is important to have
taining external funds.
a good research program at the univer-_
Uttormark said projects that have
George Denton, director for the Insity because "it contributes to quality'. 'already been started at the university
stitute of Quaternary Studies and proteaching."
have a better chance of attracting funds
fessor of geological sciences, received a
"Part of our job as a university is to from outside sources.
grant of $129,875 this year from the Na"The competition for external funds
conduct research and there by generate
tional Science Foundation.

'Competition for external funds is
very intense,'

april MAI p.m.

tickets $10

guaranteed to INt the best concert
of the year
tickets will be sold in the following locations 11 a.m. to 1, p.m.
monday
york commons
tuesday
stodder commons
wednesday
stewart commons
th ursday
hilltop commons
friday
wells commons
tickets are also available 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.at the
maine center for the arts and
memorial union information counter

sponsored by ocb In
conluction With vont*
radio 91.9, umfb, punhel
and student government
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Spill-becomes watershed in-dispute over drillingby Scott Armstrong
The Christian Science Monitor
•

The nation's worst oil spill, an em.
purpled slick still uncontained off the
Alaskan coast, may turn out to be a
watershed in the enduring dispute over
energy drilling in ecologically sensitive
areas.
It is expected to bolster environmental groups' efforts to prevent new oil
development in Alaska and in sensitive
areas off the California and Florida
coasts.
It may also intensify conflicts within
the Bush administration as it seeks to
formulate a policy on offshore energy
exploration

an unfortunate shipping accident that
could have happened anywhere. They
argue that it should not slow the nation's
hunt for new domestic reserves.
To do so, they contend, would only increase United States dependence on
foreign supplies - and, along with it,
--dependence on environmentally risky
tankers to deliver
"Cutting off domestic oil development
will increase reliance on foreign oil and that oil is going to arrive in
tankers," says one industry official.

Goatees' ovite spin

The massive spill in ,klaska's Prince
William Sound comes as public concern
over environmental issues has been on
"The spill is going to heat up the
the rise, exemplified by such things as
system at a time when the administra
growing anxiety over depletion of the
don doesn't know what it wants to do earth's protective ozone layer and use of
says Carl Pope of the Sierra
pesticides on fruit. What kind of lasting
_political impact the accident might havk
Club.
• Oil industry officials view the spill as however, will depend in ..part on how'

The Committee for Student Publications
is now accepting applications for the following positions:

'Editor, Doily Maine Campus
'Business Manager, Doily Maine Campus
.Editor, PRISM
.Business Manager, PRISM
.Editor, Maine Review
Application forms are available from the Dept. of Journalism &
Broadcasting. 107 Lord Hall Application deadline is
April 20th.

4110[64 tatikill2MV

-My tour years at the University of
Maine haw been a positive learning
expenence for me I owe it all to
my participation in student
organizations on campus. They have
helped me dewlop skills that I can
put to use after graduation. I am
taking the Challenge so that these__ •
—We -77.
student organizations can- pinta
and afford future students the chance
to get the same positive and memorable
expenence at the University of Maine'

quickly it is cleaned up and what the
ultimate ecological damage is.
A week after an Exxon tanker struck
a reef and ruptured, perhaps because of
pilot error, cleanup crews were intensifying their efforts to try to keep the slick
away from valuable fishing grounds in
the southern Alaskan waterway. Experts
concede it may be months before the
fast-spreading blot) is finally mopped up.
Oil globules have been sloshing up on
rugged islands that dot the sound, hut
the impact on the area's abundant
marine jilt - waterfowl, seals, whales
- has been minimal so far. -

area for 180,000 migratory caribou and
a breeding ground for million of geese
and shorebirds: It is also, however,
believed to be the nation's best remaining hope for a major oil discovery.
. Conservationists cite last week's spill
as evidence of the dangers that inevitably
accompany :Major drilling' problems.
They argue that opening up ANWR. - whose oil, if any were found, would be
funneled through the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline to Valdez, would increase tanker
traffic in Prince William Sound.
But industry officials don't see
creasing the level of shipping.

'If nothing else, this is going to
deter things,'
-Henry Schuler, an energy expert
One of the

tgetreOlieernOsowever,--

will be the damage .to here* and
salmon grounds. The annual pink
salmon run begins in June, and crews
have been working to keep the oil away
from several key hatcheries.
Even if they are successful at limiting
the damage, however, fishermen in the
.area are still predicting multimilliondollar losses because, thes say, no one
will want to buy salmon from Prince
William Sound. Indeed, the spill has exacerbated kmgstanding tensions in the
state between fishing and environmental interests and the powerful oil
industry.
"This will probably change,sentiment
somewhat toward the oil industry,"
says. an aide to Alaska Gos. Steve
Cowper.

n'phony issue," says John
I.icht blau, head of Abe, Petroleum Industry Research Foundation. "This is a
tanker accident It has nothing to do
with whether there should be drilling in
AN% R "
Congress many see things differently.
While analysts do not rule out the4
--poisibility of exploration eventually being allowed in the area, the spill may
hase killed any quick opening of the
reserve.

"It nothing else, this is going to deter
things." says Henry Schuler. an energy
expert at the Center for Strategic and International Studies in Washington, D.C.
One vf ho has not been detered On the
issue, however, is President Bush. He
repeated his support this week for "ens ironmentally prudent" drilling in the
reservc

Debate over-thilling-Conservation groups had been hoping
Thc real battle, howescr. will not be- to convince the president that a new im•
fought so much in the Alaskan bush as - pact study be done--we-drillnig In
in the marbled halls of Congress. The ANWR, similar to California and
environmental lobby is trying to use the Florida. Lease sales in those areas have
in2ssive leak to. harden opposition to been put on hold pending the outcome
legislation that would open up parts of of the reviews.
'more likely outcome of the Alaskan
the vast Alaska National Wildlife Refuge
spill will be tighter policing of tanker
(ANWR) to oil exploration.
The reserve, southeast of the oil fields operations and tougher regulations
at Prudhoe Bay is the principal calving goserning oil-spill cleanup.

ANNVAL GREEN,
BLOOD DRIVE
TO BENBTXX
AMERICAN RED
CROBB
•
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be dissolved within 1 to 4 years

01

,)il Birds and larger fish feed on the a limpet or shellfish, the problem is
he Alaska Spill took place in a "high
now-toxic bottom dwellers.
hydrocarbons I can't ingest. Seals and
setting
of
constantly
moving
energy"
"Once toxins get into the sediment, sea otters that rely on a water-repellent
waves and shorelines with steep banks
that's when you start having pro- voat have- to worry about chemical
that fall away into deep water. In such
Scientists mobilizing at the oil spill
blerns,!" Ham pson says..
_dispersenta .1a means-o( diluting tie
*setting,
it
is
difficult
for
thaoil
to
build
command postal Valdez, Alaska, say The
fishing
industry
-slick)
is
that neutralize their repellent and
worriea
Kennedy
about
up
and
"fester"
—
although
there is little
can do now but wait
the plankton dying off that fish need for allow them to die of the cold."
points out that at present there are hunfor the 11 million-gallon spill to play
sun ival. Salmon and herring roe are Just
dreds of little islands with harbors in
itself out. The slow Easter Sunday start,
now in the larval stage, and emulsified
Most scientists agreed that talk about
Prince
William
Sound
that
"we
filled
had weather, and equipment shortages
water
could
mean
burning
off the slick was too late, given
that
"the
with
fish
of
oil
more
than
'89
an
inch.
deep,"
and
have allowed the spill to wander un--won't be born." says Harvard marine the coldness of the Alaskan water. Butler
many
shorelines
that
aralmoit
—
checked "with a mind of its mi.
.
biologist Tim HUME
sotthere Wilrbeks*-traisk
-of the spill
.
etitlitii Orpebbles thatiarailiiise
one scientist put it.
"If" 1 am a plankton, I'm 'worried "two years hence," but is, ",appalled
seep into them and stay kir some tinie.
Even efforts, to protect shores and
about the surface slick, which eliminates that it took 24 hours to even get started
ild life are likely to be nominal because
my food source," Butler says. "If I'm on the cleanup."
big
questions
The
of the size and isolation of Prince
William 'Sound
The big questions in any spill are:
But as horrible as the spill is — the
What
kind of oil is it, and how quickly
worst in United States history — sciendoes it "emulsify" — or break apart in
tists ,sny._ it's likely to be completely
t water?
-he
dissoMein one toTotir years by natural' The kind of oil is important because
prbetasea and with few after effects.
of
toxicity. Some oil fields produce very
"There's a tendency to overplay
neavy
crude that brea,ks down quickly.
whether the plan is adequate as required
BOSTON (AP) — The testimony of
Spills." says David Kennedy, a scientist
Others
produce
"lighter,"
more
refinfederal law. But the hearing recessed
by
the
was
at Valdez with the National
a federal expert on emergencies
ed oil that is more toxic (containing target Wednesday Of opponents to the for the day before much pi-ogress was
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Adbenzene)and thus can do more damage. controversial Massachusetts evacuation
made.
ministration's Seattle office "There's no
The more damaging spills, such as one plan for the nuclear power plant in
FEN1A has approved the plan with
question it's a terrible deal, but places
now being cleaned up in Antarctica, we Seabrook, N.H.
one qualifier. Because the communities
do recover — and more quickly than
of already refined Oil.
near the plant refused to install sta"We're going to press FEMA pretty
people expect."
tionary
sirens, the utility is required to
John
A Sierra= spokesman says the prohard, pretty hard," said
is not Just one spilt, but
Traficolitt. --duel of the nuclear safety—deploy about 16 mobile sirens for use in
the possibility that it will happen again.
unit for the stale attorney general's case of an evacuation.
Under Nuclear Regulatory Commisoffice
Short-term damage
Traficonte was referring to testimony sion regulations, FEMA was required to
-David Kennedy by Richard Donovan, the Federal evaluate the emergency plan based on
spills typically do the most
Emergency Management Agency the assumptions that, although state and
The Prudhoe Bay crude spilled in
damage in the short term, experts say —
emergency planning expert who local officials declined to take part in
Prince William Sound is a mediumkilling animal life, damaging local
evaluated the evacuation plan for the emergency planning, they still would act
grade oil — its toxicity is in the middle
to protect public health and safety by useconomies, and costing millions sof
never-used plant.
of the spectrum of oil pumped
dollars to'clean. Some spills, such as tIl
Late in the day, Traficonte stated lag tbeutility's plan in case of a nuclear
worldwide
-Argo Merchant grounding in 1976 (7
what he =peas to be several days of emergency at the facility. The cornA main goal of any cleanup is to premillion gallons spilled of Nantucket
cross-examination of Donovan regarding
(see SEABROOK page 10)
vent — by mechanically collecting or by
Island that was dissipated by the Atlan*Robert Nlarquand
The Christian Science Monitor

Seabrook evaluation
r -dose scrutiny

`There's a tendency
to overplay spills,'

in just
-just months.
Fven bigger spills than Alaska's, süéii
as the one that occurred when the
Amoco Cadiz ran aground offof France
-- a spilt óf'6$ million gallons in 1978
that seeped into the muddy 1owL
-4mergy"
marshlands of Brittany — ai-e• now
relatively clean.

lying. That's how toxins enter the food
_
chain.
George Hampson a the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution explain that
when oil emulsifies, it attaches to impure
elements in water, such as sand or debris
— and then settles to the bottom.
Bottom-feeding invertebretes ingest the

iiikacc the woribertfut taste
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Shuttle service a disappointmentto officials
Low number ot riders not enough to warrant permanent service
by Jaime Osgood
Staff Writer
It "looks like it's back to the drawing
boarttlior the adT
task force on
parking.
The Run Around, a shuttle service
established to make it more convenient
for people to park in remote areas of
campus, had a four-week trial period
before Spring Break, and members of
the task force said the results were
disappointing. ,
Early indications are that not enough
students rode the bus to warrant the need
for a more p,ermanent shuttle program.
Maxine Harrow, associate dean of
Student Services, said the results of the
trial were not very encouraging.
"Overall, we(the task force)found the
number of riders very low," she said.
So low, in fact, that after the third das
of operation, it was apparent that one
yellow mini-bus could make the run
every 15 minutes instead of two, Harrow

said.
Jeanne Ma, director of facilities planning and head of the task force, said 535
people rode the bus during the four-week
experiment, and on1y -6T returned the
survey they were asked to fill out.
"With a population of around-11,000
students, and only 67 replies, it's risky
business trying to make any concrete
assumptions," Ma said.
Ma said the shuttle was an attempt
to make parking in remote spots like the
Steam Plant lot more convenient for
students, faculty and staff.
Harrow said the program was also
aimed at cutting down on the traffic on
campus.
"We were hoping that if students,
faculty and staff had friends, classes ort_
even business across campus they would
take the shuttle rather than drive their
cars," she said.
She said the shuttle service, which was
funded by 'Rom Aceto,Vite president for
Administration, cost about $3,500.

Q: VI hs
pressures it

Ma said the task force has been
But Harrow said it was worth it.
"I think the fact that we are looking soliciting ideas on how to improve the
into alternative solutions to the parking parking situation from members of the
UMainccommunity since its creation in
problem." she said.
. '--Septeniber 1988.
Ma,in an earlier interview, definedthe
She said ideas for the Run Around
parking problem by saying, "There are
enough parking spots, but they are just came from letters the task force had
received and from ideas brought up at
not convenient."
Harrow said although the UMaine open forums held in December.
campus isn't large enough to present a
Harrow said the, task force report,
problem for most students and funky,during harsh weather, walking ia which Will be finished.sook will be submitted to .Aceto's office for reviev,
sometime a hardship.

First-year
A: it sou
int pressure
You? What
person? Is s
is the relati
What is i
with this pel
aot bei
Co

Q: 1 mall!
- he's just ti
should I de
it: It sou.
soli Howe,
mighi tv tir
----on your MIA
)1DU enjoy sl
-Ttiave comm
thing you
"jumping 1
that is all yc
two things
1) You migt
you like hit
this on?

rldisMinon,89

i•2iii

Q: Whet
your first
you're coo
Sophomore
A: What
I hope
something
find time
Arguments
bad relation
find out. at
spirited diso
suppose, is
finish the -a
agree to
friends?

14.1110 .E •.1;4)
Pubbc okffaut photo by Mschati Yotk

These Seniors haw alreads taken The Challenge

John Branin
Lisa Bails
1.43Ura Bass
Janis Broadbent
Stephanie Lydon Mark Monroe
Barbara Constanine Mark LaFountain Edward Radgowski
William Gordon
Rosalee Kay Cousins Lisa Allen
Elizabeth Nagelin
Miranda Davy
Keith L3Bne
Tammy Fitch
Mark Robinson Christopher Chaps
Julia Whitney
Michelle Gerson
Shawn Lister
Staton
Brian
Wendy Gulliver
Brian Sullivan
Cheryl Holmes
Cortland Stiles Jr. Jeffrey Turner
Alinutisfsque
John likhmar
Todd Richard
Christopher Bailey
Lauren tunny
Jo% Salvatore
Julie McConnell
Deborah Dutton Troy Taylor
Heather Newman Randy Meteyier Jennifer Doughty
Catherine Healy
Kirsten Schulze
John Gallant
David LeBlanc
Sarah Simmonds
Andrew York
Peggi Smith
Jennifer Deemer
Rodney Monclor
Jodi Tedford
Martin Richard
Jeffrey Zachau
Troy Beaulieu

Two t Maine students, Michelle lodd
of Hampden and Dasid Steiner of
Brunswick, eh hive won top honors
while competing in the Billiards Disi-

Penobscot Terrace Apartments
Now renting 5 bedroom
townhouse apartments.
$685 per month,
includes heat and hot water.
2-112-mile from the UM campus

Call 866-7414
andleaile a messagefor Mrs. Strawn
rtie SEQUIN() Family OFFERS
you AutlieNtic ItaliaN CuisiNe.
Amtipastos -Pattft.
VeaTitalIaN SOs:foolp, Hoi4/
3
46.4abe
Pa.stuies 6 ExpResso CoffEE

These Seniors realize the importance of providing support
for the growth and development of the University of Maine
Show your class spirit and pride through Senior Challenge
the five-year PLEDGE sponsored by The Class of '89 and General
Alumni Association.

MEETING
ROOMS
AVAILABLE

SUMMER TIME
OUTDOOR PA TI0
AVAILABLE

Visitsettr-Nem-Scstario Venetian
Suttroom For CocktaiLs.

004-414-ftil 1.1.0.111

HOURS:

BRUME AL PIECE OF YOTTR WORLD!
*an idennetituatiimair 0111/11,4
eat as it 51-AliliartiOrni-adviatt
if Nadas Alma ARNIM,

%ion of the Association of ('ollege
nioas International's (A('1, I) ortheast Regional Games Tournament.

Monday - Friday
11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday - Sunday 4:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.

ref

rocue
1,4Kiro.

CALL AHEAD FOR TAKE-OUT SERVICE
735 MAIN STREET is
942-1240

-
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Captain surrenders

Sex Matters
Q: V1 hs are there so many
pressures about sex In collage, Male.
Flesl-year
A: it sounds like you may be feelmg pressured. If so, who's pressuring
You? What do you want to say to the
person? Is sex the important thing or
is the relationship important?
What is it that you want to share
with this person? Is it sex? If not, you
- may not be ready. Remember: You are
in -charge-nr your -0vdu body.

Dr. Sandra Cam

Q: I really like this guy, but I think
he's just using me foe sea. What
should I do? female. Junior
A: It sounds like you like this perQ: I'm seeing a ply from home and
son. Howeser, I'm wondering if it
might be time to sit down and reflect
II have a boyfriend Immat school. _
flieither one knosienbent the other. -"on your relationship. What things do
What should I do? Female, Junior '
you enjoy sharing with him? Do you
--At-It's-real difficult-to have a deep
have common intelr3is of i5 thy -Only
and meaningful relationship built on
thing you do together consist of
a major lie. An omission of a truth
"jumping between the sheets?" If
as important as this is deception. If
that is all you are doin then there are
two things sou may Ønt to consider:---yo.truly care about these guys then
you need to sort out which one matYou might be ri t, or 2) Why do
ters to you more, if that's the case, or
you like him' Wht are you basing
sshether or not you're ready for a
this on?
single committed relationship. If you
cannot sort out which one is more ins--(0--Vlba4 do you do if you're in
'rine first serious relationship, hut
portant. you probably are not ready
you're constantly fighting? fale,
for a committed relationship. In
either case, your concern and respect
Sophomore
for these friends should provide a
A: What are you fighting about?
I hope you find time to do
basis for more open honesty on your
something else besides fight! Do you. part.
find time to enjoy each other?
Arguments aren't always a sign of a
Dr Sandra Caron is ,41sLstant Professor of Family Relations in the
bad relationship; lots of times people
School of Human Development; she
find out. about each other through
spirited discussion. What matters. I
teaches the Human Sexuality course.
Questions for Dr Caron should he
suppose, is what happens when you
finish the argument. Are you able to
sent direct to the Daily Maine Campus Lord Hall.
agree to disagree? Are you still
friends?

VALDEZ, Alaska (AP) — The cap- dock, larossi said, but Oregon officials
tain of the-Exxon Valdez surrendered to have raised concerns about accepting the
police Wednesday, and salvage crews ship. lamssi said the ship won't trail any
_freed thetanker from the reef that rip- pollution while it is towed.
ped - its hull and spilled more than 10
Oil has floated over 2,600 square
million gallons of crude oil.
miles, soiled 800 miles of beach and killCleanup crews continued to skim ed thousands of animals, including at
mayonnaise-thick oil from Prince least 30 sea otters, officials said.
William Sound, but progress was slow
"Dozens of otters are dying before
and the oil had spread over an area larger rescuers can get to them,” said fish
than Delaware. The animal death tot and game spokesman Jon Lyman.
rose and salmon hatcheries remained
Favorable weather, however, has kept
endangered.
it offshore from a aaticnal park and adFired tanker captain Joseph ditional coastline outside Prince Witham
Hazelwood,42, surrendered to police on Sound.
New York's Long Island and a judge set
Flow through the Alaskan pipeline
his bail at $500,000, up from a pro- returned to its normal daily flow of 2.1
secutor's recommendation of $25,000._ million barrels Wednesday, the Alyeska
He had been sought since Saturday on-- Pipeline Service Co. said. Oil from the
a fugitive warrant on misdemeanor North Slope had been cut by 60 percent
charges- of operating the tanker while-- because the spill restricted tanker traffic in Valdez harbor, but traffic has
drunk.
"These misdemeanors n‘of such a increased.
In Washington, Sen. Alan Cranston
magnitude that has never been equaled,
at least in this .country." Judge Ken- and Rep. Mel Levine accused the federal
neth Rohl said as Hazelwood was government of-covering up the possibiliarraigned..
ty of a major spill and the ineffectiveness
"He's got to think about that. We have of cleanup technology.
a manmade destruction that has not
The California Democrats also asked
been equaled, probably, since President Bush to cancel oil leasing off
Hiroshima."
the California coast pending a review of
Salvage crews pumped compressed air the program.
into the $125 million ship and floated it * Hardwood is charged with operating
off Bligh Reef, 25 miles from the port a ship while under the influence of
of Valdez.. From there, it began a 30-mile alcohol, reckless endangerment and
journey under the control of six rugs to negligent discharge of oil. The charges
a remote cove off Naked Island for tem- carry a combined maximum penalty of
porary repairs, picking its way through 24 years in prison and a S10,000 fine.
scattered icebergs.
FBI officials in Washington say they
also are investigating whether
Exxon Shipping Co. President Frank
Hazelwood could be charged with felony
larossi said the company has talked with
dry docks in South Korea, Japan and
violations of the Clean Water Act, which
Singapore about accepting the vessel
prohibits negligent discharge of
after the temporary repairs are made.
pollutants into navigable waters:
'Fiest-ehoice.is,a Portland, Oren dry
(see C4PTAINAPE11.1114--
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When will
they learn?
ktand-Wing don
-Vmix-Itaan_oldrIichP but
.tiWtione that is all too painfully true_So -Why do people
continue to combine the two?
Maybe they think they can handle themselves and an
automobile even after a few drinks, even though they've heard
the stories and the statistics...
In January, Joey was in a car accident while he was driving
home from a friend's party after having a little too much to
drink. He spent two weeks in a coma fighting for his life People were upset, but nobody seemed to learn anything.
Two weeks later, Adam and Chad were also in an accident
after they had been drinking.
Adam was driving. He crushed his knee and shattered a
shoulder.
He was lucky. II-Will be months before he can walk alone,
but his friend may never.walk again.
Chad has been in a coma for two months. He may never walk
again, or talk again, or smile again. He may never hear another
song, or see another sunrise, or touch another person.
Even if he does come out of the coma, Chad's doctors predict
he won't be the same person he was before the accident two
months ago that has put his life on hold.
That is, if he comes out of it.
The doctors have given up that hope. They say Chad only
has a short time to live and that he will never awaken from the
coma.
Who is hurt the worst?
Chad may lose his life, but Adam will lose something else.
He will lose his friend, and possibly even his heedOm.
No matter how the courts rule in the case. Adam will be condemning himself to a life of guilt for ending the life of his mend,
which would seem to be a fate worse than death.
Drinking and driving will continue, and the number of lises
shattered by its effects will continuc to rise.
When will people lean)?
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Tb the editor:

WHAT THE
Tuesday, I can
say, was the sett
the_year. Presidi
his appearance It
some and the d
of others.
1- asked him
high percentage
athletes on only
football ..teams.
hear. "Right nc
main programs
UMaine to ati
athletes is throb
this morning we
20 new acadi
ships."
Instead, I gc
athletic pseudos
not to elicit put
My first
disbelief, then
myself thinking.
is he talking ab
Then I got at
understand why
of UMaine wa!
this garbage, csp
uproar from Jin
I still don't u
a man with a do.

Follow your nose...

The three most popular comaway from the target, you're hit
ments People make about my by her particular pheremoneweekly column, not counting
shrubbery-alcohol mixture:
the drunkenly slurred, "Hey, 1
AAAAACiH.
shhaw yore picshhure-in -the-- --115iiquickifbith taiftid
paper, right?"
without really knowing why
1. Does your family huse.a -.(pheremones are sneaky about.
history of schizophrenia,—kirthese things). Then it hits you:
were you adopted?
Your ideal spec i men—of
2. I think it was funny,. but
womanhood smells exactly like
I'm really not sure.
the chubby old troll who was
3. I went to school with
your second-grade teacher.
Stephen King; I was friends
, Of course, sometimes the
with Stephen King; I read
.trial-and-erroe mashing and
'7. / wet 11/11109/1110
It
'
I
- IMMB
--- - --Stephtit—King: you're no
a
mains is successful. but
Stephen King.
still usualFg—i&
Tbursdas. April 6. 1989
rot 104
Oh well. Those comments
no. 45
order of the day..
don't have much to do with this
- One particular mix (I think
particular column, but they
taken from various dogs in
it's a combination of
Michael Di Cicco
may serve as further fodder for
heat), dump your favorite Liboysenberry branches, four= Editor
other people who still don't gel-- --crucir-ost-top, shake wetl„Ansct,-----,--yeur-old cothe, and
Johnny
it (so to speak), or who retaze - _you've • go(.
_veritable kive
Walker Red), is particularly
-that other than writing Went
Robert Langlois
potion.
powerful. The scent produced
and the fact that he looks funSometimes
by this one almost got me
Business Manager
nier than I do, the major difthrown
out of Geddy's after I
But
sometimes
the process
ference between the King and
Jonathan Bach, Assistant Editor
fell out of my chair, proposigoes
completely
hog-wild
nuts.
myself is about 20 million
%illiam Fletcher, Assistant Business !Manager
tioneds a rather ordinary!think you know what I mean
bucks.
David Bull, Production Manager
woman, and tried to
Picture this:/and to Cut down
The topic of the day is odors.
lick
Doug Kesseli, City Editor
her
neck.
on
that sexist hate mail, any
Or, for the grammatically corMike Laberge. Head Copy Editor
She didn't really mind, but 1
woman can participate in this
rect,
the
odors.
topics
are
Mike Bourque, Sports Editor
learned
an important lesson
little
mental
game
by replacing
Specifically, the kind of
Dan Bustard, Joe Grant, Assis. Sports Editors
about
the
women who pick out
female references with male
odors that come in a bottle, cost
Larysa Cohen, Tammy Hartford, Opinion Editors
the
really
good
mixtures. They
ones, and thinking of cologne
about three million dollars an
don't
Doug %'anderweide. Photo Editor
go
out
with
testi than fourinstead of perfume) You're
ounce, and consist of equal
John Holyoke, Special Projects Editor
teen
dates
at
once,
and these
walking
across the Den, and
parts pheremones and alcohol
dates
Rhonda Morin, Features Editor
are
very
.pro(ective
of their
you
spy
the
most gorgeous
(though even down-and-out colGalen Perry, Kathy Iliellot;Ad Managers
territory
(must
that
collie
be
female
specimen
in
the
world.
lege students should refrain
Cindy Strowman, Ad Production Manager
instinct).
from drinking the stuff when in
Your eyes meet and she
Kathy Reddy, Assistant Ad Production Manager
I also came up with an altersearch of a quick buzz).
doesn't start laughing, so you
native strategy. Now I stuff cot Perfume. Quite a concept.
decide to take a cruise in the
ton balls up my nostrils and
Just grind up a bunch of otherThe Daily Mainf Campus is published fise times a *oek at the University of
general direction of her table to
hope for the best
wise worthless -TCXXS, flowers
Maine. Offices are in the basement of Lord Hall. Suite 7A. UMaine, Orono
see if she'll at least say "Hi" or
ME 04469 Telephone nurnhers• Advertising. 581-1273; Subscriptions. 581 1272;
and assorted. sweet-smelling
something.'AM goes well for
John Holioke _is_ A ntor
Editor, 581-1271; Newsroom. 5814267, 1269. 1270: SpOn1. 581.1268 Printed
shrubbery, toss ma few of those
most of your casual journey,
journalism mayor.from Brewer
at the Ellsworth Amencan.loc.. Ellsworth, ME.(c)( opyright, The Dath .Warne
phcremone things (which are
and she even glances up at you
Campus All rights reserved
Who thinks Toucan Sam as full
basically particles of sweat
again. Then, about ten feet
Of crap

The I
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Gun
Last Wednesda
Don Canning
that assault wear
banned as a wt
drug-related viol
the police equal
gunfight. While
pointing out tha
lion of firearms,
necessary in "el
that is no justif
cessive or ineffe
exanijire.—we- do
m.p.h. speed lit
terstate to minin
deaths.
Besides, the a
Mr.- Canning u
Gun control -isfrom "car contr
When someon
a gun it is usual
Not so with the
!driver. The prcr
i laws is to preven
Ito make travel
while the main
control laws(the
ban in particula
a willful act of
you consider s
right-of-way las
prevent some
•
waiting for the
think them an
rent to anyone w
somebody over
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---Alessonorr athletic-- pseudoscience
the Word of someone on this
topic at face value like this
-WHAT THF
without questioning its validity.
:Thesday, I can conservatively 7,1 wasn't the only one. The
--111ty,- vas the senate. meeting of 1-.'gewernor,
the representatives in
the year. President Lick made
a—the housk-and Senator Cohen
ubitappearance
to the delight
r
verbalized their disbelief.
some and the disappointment
The press had a field day. The
of others.
New York Times. Boston
I asked him to explain the
.Globe, USA Tbday, Bangor
high percentage of minority
Daily News, Portland Press
athletes on only basketball and
Herald Ch's. 2, 5, 7 and various
football teams. I wanted to
radio stations all were inhear, "Right now, one of the
terested. I wasn't psyched about
main programs We have at this
at all!
UMaine to attract minority
We issued one statement, onathletes is through sports, but
this morning we just decided on ly one. The next two days were
20 new academic scholar- mayhem. An interesting thing
started to happen on the 3rd
ships."
Instead, I got a lesson on day. People, not all, suirted to
athletic pseudoscience and how blame me for this event. Coco
not to elicit public popularity. Barry said he was sorry he voted
My first reaction was for me Individuals started saydisbelief, then shock. I found ing I "loaded the question." I
myself thinking, "What the hell genuinely started feeling guilty.
is he talking about?"
Then I got angry. I couldn't
%ell, the more I thought, the
understand why the President more angry I became and the
of UNlaine was spouting out less I could justify what Presithis garbage, especially after the dent Lick said.
uproar from Jimmy the Greek.
Three days earlier. T1 and I
I still don't understand how went to the SOT meeting to ask
a man with a doctorate can take for the administration, BOI,
tbeedlior:

There% another kind of
discnination at UMaine

and student government to!
iac10 the editor:
centuate the positive" at
UMaine, since the Cavell Fund
The process of room sign up
and BUT appropriations hearat the University of Maine
ing scandal. So much much for
needs some major revision.
that.
_
ltesicknd like —a-"Those who guide the
room for nest semester need to
("Maine system have seemed in
pay $75_00 by a certain date. If
recent. years to suffer from
a student wants the same room,
hoof-in-mouth disease."
the deadline is April 4.
John Hale, "RD N"
My roommate and I went
I also received an article form
building to builging to secure
Phillip House, author of
our spot in Hancock Hall. The
Hoosiers and Necessities. &Kitt!
first destination was the
Harriers in American Sports. In
Business Office, Alumni Hall.
it:
We told the lady that our
'!.. .4mong them was Paul
paychecks would be here on
Cook, then an assistantbasketThursday, two days after the
ball coach at UMaine, who
due date The response: any exdescribed how a player's race
tensions need to be approved by
enters into UMaine's recruiting.
Residential Life, Estabrooke
'if I'm looking for a black
Hall. We arrive at Estabrooke to
small forward,' Cook said, 'I
ask for a two day extension. The
don't want a white one. The big
lady asked us if there was any
thing there is athletic ability.
other way to get the money; we
To those who criticize student
told her no. She then disapgovernment, I respect your
peared to ask "permission"
thoughts. To those who agree
from another person.
With our stance, thank you. I
When she returned, we were
would have let myself down if
told an extension was not possiI hadn't beat concerned.
ble. Next she said we were
forewarned and that we could
John Gallant
ask our parents or friends for

Interested in writing a guest column?

the money. The decision was
final. I explained that our"
friends aren't here to pay my-- -bills and that my parents don't
support my college education
financialkThe only
vie had was to write. a check;
have it bounce due to insufficient funds, and then pay the
penalty fee. This didn't phase
her one bit. Exactly one-halt
hour later, I found out one of
my friends asked for an exten
sion until Friday. He got his ex
tension with the reason being
the money wouldn't be in until
Friday. He had asked for a three
day extension and got it. I asked for a two day extension and
was refused. Why weren't we
allowed an extension? Was 1
wearing the wrong clothes that
day, ma'am? She had also asked if I was s a University
employee. I told her no. Neither
was the student who got the extension. Maybe I'll send thc
bounced check fee to Residential Life, ao the "Lady Who
Discriminates."
--Sean Hodges
Hancock Hall

Contact: The Daily Maine Campus

Suite 7A, Lord Hall

UMaine 581-1270

Gun control laws will not solve the problem

Last Wednesday (March 29).
Don Canning recommended
that assault weapons should be
banned as a way to decrease
drug-relatefd violence and give
epower in a
—lbe
— police equal firgunfight. While he is correct in
drug dealers is due mainly to are not turning to them for the
The only workable gun Conthe recent emphasis on cracking same reason that people climb
pointing out that some reguladesigned
laws
those
trol
are
tion of firearms, as with cars,. is
down on the drug supply. It is mountains (because they're
sped fically to prevent accidents.
naive for the law enforcement there), but as a matter of sin;
necessary in "civilized" areas, - Examples: no discharge of
that is no justification for-exfirearm& in city limits, hunter community to think that they ple necessity.
cessive or ineffective laws. For
safety COUCICS.'testing of people can conduct a "war on drugs"
And the best panis they will_
Wilaw
—Pan*111r2hiPiotire to- shoot (toer.--frearr - and not have the bad guys fight
otarf
-T*
back. Before the country went up the arms race ante again if
m.p.h. speed limit on the inpeople really know how to hanon an anti-drug crusade there they feel the need to. When the
terstate to minimize car-related
die a gun properly, which is why
wasn't the need for dealers to police decide to arm themselves
deaths.
people are so opposed to them).
carry
comparably to the drug dealers
assault weapons.
cars
Besides, the analogy to
The highly concealable, inex- (i.e with assault weapons), you
Mr.- Canning used is flawed. , Registering and/or banning
firearms serves no purpose-nr—pensive snub-nosed revolver was can bet that the dealers will
-----Gun control is quite different
the weapon of choice (Mr. - quickly counter with even
terms of public safety.
from "car control."
Canning, before assault nastier weapons such as rocket
When someone murders with
mines,
a gun it is usually on purpose.
Moreover, even if the gun weapons became popular, peci- launchers, land
drunk
I Not* so with the reckless
controller's dream laws were plc of your ilk wanted more grenades, etc. Then what will
!driver. The premise of driving
passed (and you ought to look than anything to ban "Mr. you do?
You can hardly regulate them
at some of the bills floating Saturday Night Special", a
lawlisoprevent accidents and
around due to the recent weapon of comparably negligi- more than they already are.
to make travel more efficient,
. hysteria....One„ would ban _AIL _hit.powcr. The domino ef'
,soo
foolish to try to disarm
control laws(the semiautomatic
semiautomatic weapons and fed is fact.)
But now with the price of dealers with gun control laws. If
preveM
confiscate ones currently own- ban in particular) is to
, a willful act of murder. Would
ed
the police would still drugs up and the increasing risk the drug rings can smuggle infind themselves outgunned and (Itheing raided by the cops, to this country drugs by the
you consider 'speed limits or
gangs will still be mowing each dealers and smugglers have to boat or planeload, they Can just
right-of-way laws in place to
upgrade their arms just to stay as easily throw in a couple of
other down.
prevent some psycho from
-a-tead-br the police and rival--t.7zisAilong with the next ship--plowing --into a group of lids
__waiting for Ibtinitt Do you • Availability is not the cause drug gangs. h is not as if assault ment They wilt in order to proweapons are anything new. tect their business.
think them an effeitive deter- of the problem.
Legal action will not deter
The reason why cops are They've been readily available
rentio anyone who wants to run
for many years. Drug criminals them because what they are docaught in an arms race with
somebody over?

Guest Column by Malcolm Fuller

i

•

ing is alread,w illegal. It is likely
that one will be punished harsher if caught running drugs
than by getting caught with an
illegal firearm (unless of course
you 4114 it in self defense). If
guns were outlawed ... Well, you
know the rest.
By banning semiautomatic
weapons in this country, you
may just be opening up another
-black market for organized
crime to profit from. Gun
smugglers would make a killing
selling guns to gangs, criminals,
crazies, and Rambo-want-tobes. Organized crime is probably rubbing their hands in anticipation. If prohibition and
the "war on drugs" are any
guides, the "war on guns" is
destined to be a dismal failure,
because you can't simply
legislate the problem away.
If you really want to reduce
the problem of drug-related
murders you-can do two things:
I) Ease off with the "war on
drugs." 2) Legalize drugs.
Neither option is very appealing, but with social problems
there are no easy answers. Or,
as a third option, you can live
in Maine, where practically
everybody has a gun and people aren't dying in an orgy of
drug violence

Niko Maine Campus. Wednesday. April 5, 1989.
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Hazelwood .was fired by Exxon a
week ago after the National Transportation Safety Board said tests taken
nine hours after the disaster showed
he was drunk.
Hazelwood had been arrested twice
for , drunken "driving and had his
license suspended three times. His
mother has told The Associated Press
het son had undergone
that
•
rehabilitation and that Exxon Was
—aware-ofitis drinking problem,
Exxon said it has changed its policy
because oft he spill and now requires
crews to be aboard ship, where drinking is prohibited. four hours before
sailing.'
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*Caribou
tcontinued from page one,

:.

-

munities also would be required-1O-7—
have sufficient resources to follow
through on the utility's plan.
Approval of an evacuation plan by
the NRC is the last major hurdle for
New Hampshire Yankee, which
operates the S5.9 billion plant for the12 New England utilities that own it.
With Seabrook just 2.1 miles from
Nlassachusetts, officials in this state
were supposed to - devise an escape
plan for the tens of thousanOs of peo._.
plc within 10 miles of the plant this
side of the state line. But Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis decided three
years ago that no plan would be adequate. Instead, the utility drafted its
-—
own evacuation -plan.
. Opponents say the plan is inadequate to protect public safety and
health in case pf a radiological accident at the plant. Joining forces with
Massachusetts officials are-the cities
and towns of Amesbury, Newbury.
Newtraryport, Haverhill, West
Newbury, Merrimac and Salisbury.
They also have the help of the
Seacoast Anti-Pollution League and
the New England Coalition on
Nuclear Pollution.
New Hampshire Yankee says its
evacuation plan is as good as an in
she
On Mardill,three administrative
judges from the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board -began hearing
arguments from both sides. Betwen
them, the utility and the opposition
intended to present about three dozen
witnesses, from small town police
chiefs to experts on transportation.
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The tranquilizer did not have an effect on the big stag. and biologists
were worried the animal would
disturb the other caribou during the
trip that included about 40 milcibr
rough backwoods roads.
Nagle said biologists will decide
later this week whether to try to
transfer the stag to the temporary,
three-acre enclosure in Baxter State
Park where the other animals arc be
ing kept for several weeks before final
release.
The docile caribous Will once_
Maine's most abundant big-game
animal, but unrestrained, commercial
hunting, disease and development left
it extinct in Maine by 1908.
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nrtilinrcirt signs with Penguins
C"Fual".•
by Joe Grant
Staff Writer
When the Pittsburgh Penguins take
the ice HI the opening round of the National Hockey League's post season
-,tonight, there will be a name on the
'playoff roster that the fans may not have
seen this year.
Those fans may hase seen the newest
signer last weekend at the NCAA final
four in -St Paul. Minn., or maybe in a
,University of Maine uniform for the pa.st
three years.
,
David Capuano, a junior at UMaine
For this week, anyway, Unisersity
and two-time first team Titan Allof Maine baseball. coach John
America selection from Cranston, RI,
Winkin's biggest worry isn't that he
arrived in Pittsburgh yesterday. Accorhas to face a team like the University
ding to the Penguins public relations ofof Ibtas or the University of Miarni
fice he hasn't skated with the team yet.
• Or that he is using three freshmen
The office also said as a "standard
(excuse me. first-year students) in his
practice" the terms of the multi-year deal
starting pitching rotation and two
or any indication of a signing bonus will
- more in the infield.
not be released.
. It's not (-seri that his learn hasn't
UMaine senior Chris Cambio has
been able to play in nearly two weeks.
played hockey with Capuano since they
No, this wyck coach Winkin battles
attended Mount St.. Charles ACademy in
lung he has no control
Woonsocket, R.l:
over--,the environment.
"He has hail a great career (at
UMain4-whiell is 9-19 after piayCrio slid. It's about
jog its first 21 games on the road, is
time they gave him what he wanted."
scheduled to open its home schedule
_He added that 6-1, 19$ pound right
this Sat urdas at Slahaney Diamond
wing could make an impact with the
against the Northeastern Untsernty
Penguins.,
Huskies.
"I think he will do fine as a pro player
But anyone who has walked across
and he will be able to score goals in the
the mall in the past couple of days
NHL.. 'They might use him for a
knows that's water skiing or mud
game."
•
-wrestling would be the more apThe game, or possibly games, he was
propriate sport.
referring to was the best of seven divi"This is what we need," Winkin
sion semifinal series against the New
•said, pointing to the sun as he lookYork Rangers which began last night in
ed anxiously around his field yesterPittsburgh.
day. "It's amazing how much it's done
Capuano, in only three seasons, fell
in just two hours."
Just short of the school record for points
Everything else seems ready to go,
which is held by Gary Conn. He had 211
The Bears, seemingly, to be starting
points in 121 games for the Black Bean.
to pull things together two weekends
Despite being second in that category,
w hen theliltWkihree Out of five 4—
Th establishecTititi
rmber of
school
(MP New York liwitand_Seton Hall
marks. He has records for_Cireei assists
They were getting into the conference
(119) and short-handed goals in -a season
part of the schedule where they can
with six.
competemore successfully after losHe was one of only three players to
ing I" o2IjnF1orida and Texas._ repeat as a Hobey Baker Award finalist
Heck, evet the new clubhouse is getthis year and finished fourth in the
ting its carpets and final coats of
voting after finishing fifth last season,
paint.
His 34 goals was second best in the
But then tht7e's the giant saturated
country and his 61 points in Hockey East
sponge that is the outfield grass, the
put him ahead of everyone ituhe league
gravy-like infield and the eight inches
except for Tim Sweeney fro* 'Boston
of ice that remains in the dugouts.
College.
Winkin says it looks like the games
Jack Capuano, David's RIder brother,
may have to be moved way down
also played for the Black B.rs and went
south _to Bowdoin College in
to the pros after last sea.s9tI, his junior
Brunswick where things are, apyear.
parently, a bit drier.
He is currently playing in Ontario for
Winkin is used to this by now. He's
the Newmarket Saints, the American
'coached baseball in Maine for 35
years—
first at Colby College in A'aterville
and now at UMaine. He's spent many
a spring day fretting over a wet field.
TORONTO (AP) -- The lawyer
But somehow it always seems to work
out. the first game always seems to get-7- representing Ben---kihnotes-doctor admitted-- Wednesday-lsis--elient adplayed. Will it work out this year?
steriods and other
ministered.,
Nobody knows. But that's all part _
drugs to Canaperformance-enhancing
of the fun when you play baseball on ----athletes.
dian
the north side of the Piscataqua River
"Of course he did!" Dr. Jamie
Bridge.
Astaphan's counsel said outside a federal
Michael Bourque is a senior jourhearing. "Only a crazy lawyer would
nalism metier from Farmingdale.
it. "-- - -deny
Maine who ihanb Roger Clentelif
Sookram was nisPonding after
David
and the Red.5oxfor making sure this
admitting
his client's role in the scandal
year could not be worse.
that spawned the inquiry into drug abuse

Mike Bourque

Mud fields
at Mahaney

David Capuano pushes off Boston Uninersity defenders is hie Inn regular fen=
Nilss with UMalne. Capuano signatiddi-the Pittsburgh Pennies %Vedivesday, ems*Nigh he had eise year,of eligibility left.

Hockey League affiliate of the Toronto
Maple Leafs.
The younger Capuano and Black
Bears Coach Shawn Walsh, who is also
in Pittsburgh, could not be reached for
comment.

Another UMaine player, senior captain Bob Beers, is in Boston, Mass., and
may be negotiating a contract with the
Bruins.
No definite word has been released
but the rangy defenseman fufilled his

collegiate eligibility and is a tenth round
choice of Terry O'Reily's club.
Beers was also unable to be reached
for comment.
•
•
•

Michigan State University's freshman
Rod Brind'Amour will also be absent
from college hockey after he signed an
agreement with the St. Louis Blues.
The center from Campbell River,
British Columbia, had 27 goals and 31
assists for 58 points this season.

Lawyer says doctor gave out steroids
in spoils. It was the first time he has
aknotiledged that AStaphan administered banned steroids.
The admission came after sprinter
Andrew Mowatt alledged Astaphan and
coach Charlie Francis duped him into
taking steriods without his knowledge,
a contention denied by Sookram.
"Dr. Astapttan certainly will stand
here and tell this commission that you
knew that you were getting steroids and
that you requested it," Sookram told
Mowatt. "The doctor will tell us that you

knew it was steroids because you were
told it was steroids."
•
"That is totally incorrect," insisted
Mowatt.
Seven witnesses- have -testified
Astaphan provided them with steroids
and other banned Chernicals, but
Sookram said he previously had only
"alluded to " his client's complicity in
steroid use.
Astaphan has remained at his Caribl•

•

(see STEROIDS page 12)
,

-
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Cincinnati's Rose continues to wilt
Ohio newspapers report that Rose bet up to $16,000 a day
CINCINNATI (AP) — Pete Rose bet
heavily on baseball games during the
1987 season under a code name, two
Ohio newspapers said Wednesday, citing
unidentified sources.
If true, the Cincinnati Reds manager
could be banned from baseball — for life
he bet on games involving his own
A person referred to in an InternalRevenue Service court affidavit as "Q-I"
- whom the Plain Dealer of Cleveland
and the Cincinnati Post quoted sources
as saying was Rose — bet $8,000 to
S16,000 a day on games during a stretch
early in the 1987 season.
Although Rose is not referred to by
name in the IRS affidavit, the
newspapers said they were told by federal
sources the code name "G-1" means
Rost
Rose declined comment on the
newspaper reports.
The Post quoted the document as saying 0-1 bet an average of "S2,000 per
game on four to eight games per day, approximately four days per week."
The IRS affidasit quoted unidentified
government informants as saying the
bets were placed through Roland Peters,
31, a Franklin, Ohio cafe owner who was
described in a Sports Illustrated story as
Roses principal bookmaker. Peters said
Monday he would plead guilty. to federal

charges of tax evasion and cocaine
distribution.
Peters declined to tell reporters
whether he had any knowledge of Rost
having bet on baseball games. Peters,
under proNsutc of his plea agreement
with federal prosecutors, is cooperating
with federal investigators looking into
Arug trifficking.
The newspapers also reported the
document indicates that Paul Janszen,

While Rose has denied betting on
a iriend of Rose's, urged Peters tofray
and using bookies, he, has ad.baseball
a 550,000 debt the bookie owed Rost arta
mitted he frequently bits at race tracks.
Janszen.
U.S. Attorney D. Michael Crites
The Plain Dealer said U.S. 1.(tisttict
comment on the reports or
declined
Court records show Janszen beCame an
government is investigating
the
whether
FBI informant and began wearing
Rose.
wireless microphone in April, 1988 and
Washington lawyer John Dowd, who
that federal agents taped at least four
conversations about the debt. Janszen's is directing baseball's investigation of
lawyer, Merlyn Shiverclecker, declined Rose, was registered"lbesday night at a
Cincinnati hotel
,:mtimcill on the repots.

•Steroids
bean island home since Johnson was
stripped of an Olympic gold medal after
failing a drug test in Seoul last. fall. He
has refused direct comment on ;he proceedings and promised to tell all when
he appears before the inquiry, probably
next month.
Johnson, who has not testified, has
denied knowingly taking steroids.
SiOwatt, 24, had said neither Francis
nor Astaphan would tell him what was
in the syringe when he received injectons
for an injured leg.
Initially, Astaphan had gisen him
vitamin shots, he said, but the medicine
had changed by about the fourth sisit.
- When he asked what was in the syringe. Astaphan "just told me it was go-

Read the Sports Pages
And stay ahead of the game
go

For fall and summer

leoallasied from page 111

ing 46-help my'leg -recover," Mowatt
testified. "t was getting suspicious and
I asked Charlie what it was."
"He just kind of shrugged it off and
grinned and said: 'Don't worry, it'll make

you run faster I was never told what it
was and 1 never once asked Charlie of
the doctor or any coach ever to go on
steroids."

Arizona's Elliott wins award
LOS ANGELES(AP) — Sean Elliott,
called the "consumate team player" by
his coach at Arizona, collected a
distinguished indivdual honor Wednesday when he was named the winner of
the John R. Wooden Award for 1989.
Elliott, a 6-foot-8 senior forward, had
finished third in the national balloting
by sports writers and sportscaArs last
year, behind winner Danny Manning
and Hersey Hawkins.
This year, Elliott edged out such stars
as Dann) Ferry of Duke, who also was
among the five finalists for the 1988
-Wooden Award. The otherfn1t thia
year were guards Sherman Douglas of
Syracuse and Charles Smith Of
Georgetown and center Stacey King of
Oklahoma.
Elliott received 1,8/1 points in the
soting, with Ferry second at 1,721,
followed by King with 895, Smith with
486 and Douglas with 356.
The winner was annouced—by
Wooden himself—during a luncheon at
the sponsoring. Los Angeles Athletic

Ca11:941-9113
866-2516

Club.
"Wow," Elliott said, temporarily groping for words.
1 •
-It feels good; with all the great
players out there, I don't think you can \
really name one guy. There are probably
several guys out there more deserving
than I am.But Arizona coach Lute Olson doesn't
think so.
-I think he's the consummate team
player Hes at his best when his best is
needed," Olson said of Elliott, who
averaged 213 points a game this season
trad t115. carver points
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar (then Lew Alcindor) as the Pacific-10's all-time leading
011ter WORK.
The guidelines for Wooden Award
candidates extend beyond the athletes
accomplishments on the court. To be
eligible, a candidate must ,maintain at
least a 2.0 scholastic average and
"display strength and character an and
off the court"
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Attention Veterans
V.A. regulations require that
you verify enrollment status on periodic basis.
Accordingly, the following times and places haw
been arranged for your convenience starting on
April 10 and ending on April 14

ORONO CAMPUS
--•

Tl-

Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.__
Veterans Affairs Office, Wingate Hall

BANGOR CAMPUS
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Bookstore

leiSATURDAY;APTHI.8, 8:0d P1441.
Hauck Auditorium
University of Maine, Orono
AllSeata Reaensed-S42-------SIB UM Students & WERU
Members
Tickets Available at
Nair Cdmar Fff lie Aft
Oar 0116
Video 3/ideo in Ellsworth, Bar
Huber & Blue Hill
Gratshopper Shops in
Ellswotth & Bangor
Ryan's Pizza in Bar Harbor
Doctor. Records in Orono
Or Call ArtswerPhone:
1-800-462-7616
A cheap thrills
production
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"MICROCOMPUTER

'RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SHIMS HALL, UM
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INCLUDED FREE
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Exclusive interview with Violent
t). Mitch Mitchell
For the Campus

Q. Jim would you describe your sok
to someone who wasn't familiar with the
'West Femmes?

faster more institutive. You don't
that
parallel with them, but are you similar?

The Violent Femmes.
—Delorenzo: I think we are similar in
It seemed like wheneser the wellrespects. We're from the same time
-some
wee-hit
difa
ot
—Deloreszo: It is kind
dressed yuppies-to-be gathered, and
and everything. But there is
frame
music'
the
what
describe
to
trying
ficult
wanted to be bad fOr the length of a
something that goes on between the
is really likt because sometimes I'm at
cassette tape, The Violent Femmes
three of us when we're on stage that I
quite a loss to what the music means to
played.
don't think a lot of bands have anymore.
me esen. I can tell you this, though, it
The Violent Femmes from the
A lot of people like to substitute
which
is based on a lot of =pros isation
perspective of an angry, anti-social outand snappy kinds of costumes
volume
But
music
Jail
in
lot
a
Is found quite
cast did the impossiblehey macle 'dohsi song structures as what you -_--and impressive lighting designs and all
punk pretty. Sandwiched between the
of this kind stuff into their shows to
might find—say in country music or
latest Billy Ocean and Phil Collins hits
make them seem as though they stand
contemporary—more modern rock
on those highschooi "party" tapes, the
But I think what we've always pridout.
music.
Violent Femmes penetraied the closed
ed ourselves on is we like to make
minds of the popular crowd. It seemed
something out of nothing. What you are
- Q. %hat kind of groups would you
like selling out then; I commend them
presented with was just us with some
compare yourself with in the musk
for it today.
_'_rinky dink instruments and a bare stage
industrs?
There are few progressive bands that
supply the rest. That's the way we
appeal to a vAde audience (especially the
and that's why we are different.
it
like
with
—Delorenzo: Comparing ourselves
lisp 40 crowd)and can simultaneouly retry
don't
we
something
Other groups is
tain their integrity as musicians. The
—4 %%fiat can we raped from your
to do, because I can't think of any other
Violent Femmes became popular
April 10 performance?
band that sounds like the Violent Fernwithout sacrifice. Popularity gained
mcs. And I don't say that because I'm
through innovation and energy is ad---Delorenzo: We're plaing a mixture of
in the band. I just say it because having
mirable — and they've done it outside
different kinds of stuff, but primariall
and
music
listened to a lot of modern
of the American tstilor-it-to-their-taste
concentrating mostly on the first
we're
ly
hearrecall
can't
I
past.
the
music from
capitalism.
and current a4bum.
ing of anybody that comes close to sounNo laser light shows, crispy heads or
ding like us except maybe instrumentahype; just musicians interested in playQ. VS hen you go on tour and the dates
tion wise. Some of the more rustic couning music for what it's for — your enter7 4ry things or certain groups that were
and places come in, what goes through
tainmem. If you're fed up with confor---toming out of England say in the 50s
your mind when you find out you're domity (for whatever reason)and you want
ing a show in a place like Orono, Maine?
ind 40s. But the whole style, like I said
to experience a band (that has unforbefore, is based on something modertunately attracted the allegience of a lot
—1)elorenzo: Well, first of all, I don't
nistic which would be taking improvisaof conformists) — but is truly innovative
know what to expect because I've never
tion into the whole ball of wax. Bands
and energetic — scrape a 10 out of your
been there. But I like going places we've
around today — I don't think there is
suffocating cash flow and go see the
us
played before because then you
nescr
hear
to
have
you
—
us
like
anybody
Violent Femmes on Monday night.
don't know what to expect. You're playif you want to hear us
The following is an Interview, with
ing in a brand new venue that you've
Violent Femmes drummer Victor
never seen or heard before and that can
—Q. Do you consider yourselves similar
DeLorenzo:
be exciting. It can be disappointing
to the Meat Puppets or someone like
sometimes too, but usually it's made up
31:29,
X>C2i1r>C3C75.=+for h meeting new people.

•AO.
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Residents of West Campus:
Your Area Boardiresents...

_

—Q. What is your Interest outside of
mask.
—Delores:ft Aell, I'm very involved in
theater and musics. Actually I was on
stage as an actor long before I was on
stage as a musician so I like to keep up
on what is happening on film.
l'se been doing plays right along even
though I was in the Violent Femmes. In
our little break that we took for almost
three years, I did two plays and I helped
work some other ones. I have a recording studio in Milwaukee which I
operate. I also produce records for other
people.
-There is this woman by the name of
Frank who is a singer songwriter form
L.A.' Her record was recorded in my
studio in Milwaukee. I -provided the
record TOFfiii. Ti will Widened June
1st on Island Records.Q. If you were placed in the role of
self-critic, bow would criticize your lain.
album?
—Delores= I'd say that we were pretty sucessful in what we set out to do,
which was to incorporate what we did
best on the first and second record, but
improved the recording technology a little bit soundwise on the record. I feel as
though we could have gone a little bit
further with maybe experimentation and
production values, but I suppose that
leads into what we're going to do with
the next record.
—Q. In a music culture ke deprived at
Innovation that the '60s and '70s mimic
is being dredged out of the archives —
Insight do you have for the future?
Are we eternally going to listen to led
12P. Sieve Miller. and litailtS remakes?
-----------

Another Sizzling

The Violent Fentini

lielorrnzo: I don'l
Me that those Owl
listened to. But hop
to their own.
Influences stem frc
plc, places, time —
if people concentrati
mu4.11 — something
and refer to that as
rock 'n' roll — and t
mg to get anything
that again. I thini
defeatest attitude a
would be able to use
happened in the pas
fluence the future. '
but in film, telesisi(
of art forms

Q. Du you think i
the more conventio
electric base rock im.
style totally deper
guitars?

—Dellsaiszo: I think

back and forth bet*,

tfle SecoN to ANN Uai
West-Camp-ifs Semi-Fonmal
With Music By TEL

toltb1111.
Saturday, April 8
In The Den 9:00 p.m.

Saturday AprV I -

—1411)
*
4‘11
tebatin

8:30 -12:30__
53 Single

$5 Couple
_

shuttle bus provided to the

BANGOR BALLROOM
reshments
I

$ Door Prizes $

-

Professional
Photographer
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Tickets on Sale April 3=-7 at Wells Commons
Sponsored by West Campus Area Board
•.111.
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.110

_

* _CAW' Bar with ID• FREE Admission
• Open to an

ages

Co-Sponsored by TUB sad Thellen •
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in OUT live show yoi
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In fact, Gordie
acoustic in the w hol
electric guitar. Bri
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tie bit, but I also ha
set on stage now.
And we play a lot
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the Full Moon when
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I was playing a sit di
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Questions about weight lifting?
Just a reminder to all you ladies out thew!
-From 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. on Tuesdawand
Thurdays at the Hilltop Health Club
I.
wili•be a weight lifting specialist •
on hand to help you with your-wczkout:
• they will also be available to answer any I
_4, quesTiois-y
• ou might have about weight liftinic_
So, II
if you ace tired of working all the wrong muscles,
comp b the Hilltop Health Club wliefe-t* will help
you help yourself.

Meet:
Sut
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sbows band's uniqueness
Q. Do sou think it's dead?

--Delorenzo: There is quite a bit of
apathy going on, but it seems sometomes
when you try to make a decision, there
are so many different choices which
wither righter or wrong that it,ems difficult to make a choice.
Apathy, I think, is a result of too
much information. But, then again I
don't condone people waiting for things
to happen especially in regards to your
own life, you have to do something.
Apathy sometimes comes from
laziness, people don't care. I mean they
have their television and they got their
six pack of beer in the fridge, and as long
as they know what is going on in the
political scene in their little town that is
as tar as their mind travels.

Delorenzo: Vvell, 1 think the spirit of
it might be around in certain things, but
if there was ever a movement called
punk, it's pretty much dead.
Q. V. hat makes a long lasting impression in the music industry?
--Delorenzo: Class and determination.
Class — I really enjoy talking to people
who shoot from the hip and that are no
bullshit and that like to partake in conversation where it is not all hype and
nobody listens to one another.
—Q: What do you think of the word
apathy? Do you think the *80s is as
aoathetic generation?

The Violent Femmes: Gordon Glum,
laelorrazo: I don't think it's so terrible that those people are still being
listened to. But hopefully people listen
to their own.
Influences stem from all different peowhat have you. But
ple, places, time
if people concentrate on something too
much — something like say the '60s —
and refer to that as the golden age of
rock 'n' roll — and that we're never going to get anything quite as vibrant as
that again. I think that _it a pretty
defeatest attitude and I hope people
would he able to use something that ha_s
happened in the past and help it to influence the future. Not only in music,
hut in film, television adn other kinds
,)t art forms.
Q. Do you think you'd succeed using
the more conventional electric guitarelectric base rock implements, or is your
style totally dependent on acoustic
guitars?
—Delores:et: I think we can mow much
back and forth between acoustic or elec.
• tric. I think you'd might even find that
in our live show you'd be suprised bow
•much electric stuff is done.
In fact, Gordie doesn't even play
acOustic in the whole show, he's playing
electric guitar. .Brian does play his
- acoustic base andt-stand up drums a litbit. but I also have a sit down drum
-Ile
set-on stage now.
And we play a lot of things which are
in a way akin to what happens on the
song on our new record called Fool on
the Full Moon where it is all electric_ Not
many people know this, but when we
first started out playing, when we first
did some club dates around Milwaukee,
• I was playing a sit down drum set, Brian
was playing electric base and Gordie was
playing electric guitar. It was only after
we decided that it would be a much more
entertaining thing to rehearse in front of
__
rzi•-_w pw-

a .."!-.,
..1zer,,l
-•z..--

CLASSIFIEDS

Ihrissalbselhie, Victor Detarenm
people on the street that we really decided to use acoustic instruments and to
figure out what we could do with them
—Q. What were yen called before The
Violent Femmes!
Delorrnzo: Brian came up with the
name Violent Femmes. He and I used it
to describe our rhythm section.
Q: What was the Violent Femmes first
show Ince?
Delorenzo: The first show, when we
weren't even called the Violent Femmes.
Gordon was playing in a little coffee
house kind of deal in Milwaukee with a
.friend of his (Curtis) a base player and
Brian and I came. Brian had a banjo I
think and I had just a snare drum and
we sat in with Gordon. We played the
whole night with him and we didn't
know any of his songs — it was kind of
like trial by fire and at the end of the.
night we all decided to get together,
rehearse and think about putting a band
together
Q. W here do you place '.ourselves in
music history?

ADOPTION

HELP WANTED

ADOPTION - If not ready for parenthood we
can gm your baby a loving secure Maine
home. Call_ collect 1 789-5140
km interstate adoption must be done m
onnipliarxe with Mairw laws Tide 22
Chapter 1153

Natxmal Marketing I WM seeks arribitaxn
maturr student to managr on-campus promo
hons kit top national (ornpatues this chool
war Hem* hours with eanung potential to
*2.500 Call 1.800932-0528 x22
looking kit a fraternit . sorority or student
organuation that would like to make
$500 $1.000 fOf a one Wed( on-campus
marketing proiect Must be organized and
hdrdworking çI NI Of GJfine at
1-800-592-2121

AIXJFI()N MJIM. oupic would Like to
adopt a babv We offer a hiehme ol low and
caring Can sou help us? CAR.- 827 7210
In compliance with Titie 22. Chapter 1153

A CARING ADOPTION - Happily' tnatied
RIVER GUIDES needed for wfuiewater
white proiessional couple deeply wishes IN
rafting trips in Maine. For MOft' info
- CaR. 725-2255. or el-intact Career Center at
adopt a new-born We wow every advan-litigate Hall
tagirh.your baby lit et help you thiough.7---this difficult tune Conhdenhal All experres
LOST AND FOUND
paid CALL: Phyllis and Michael
can talk (212) 473-7251
OST:
ad Lengyl Gym. Woman's nng
All interim* adopbon must be done in
(N
oval: REWARD.
compliance with Mainelaim. Tlie 22Choi
827-7627
1153.

courcr.

so) sw

Neiman flag carlinr
LOST: 13lue Binder
If-bund plow
Los ift-12tle Hall
CALL 942.4845-and-

• APARTMENTS
'Morelos: It gets kind of hwy.
Sometimes when 1 read these things lately where they talk about our album being a post-punk classic. I don't know
what the hell that means. If I were to
place us in music history I'd say we're a
pretty damn good band that came out
of Milwaukee.
— Q. NN hat

does the term peek aims to

you?
—Delorenzo: Punk? I suppose it meant
something that went against the grain —
kind of like James Dean and Rebel
without a cause.
Zwt-
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Wilde-Stein
Student Lenbian-Gay-Bisexlial
SuppoFt Group
Meets'every Thuksday at 6:30- 0,m.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
•
.0-tiviteti to attend

-mon
I.

..
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ORONO APTS. Now stiovang and leasing
kit next IA. Call kw appointment
827=7231-- -

EMT: Gloves. Scads. Han.
- Wring kit our primers. Vih tan
at the Iniormatkin Center in the
Monday through In*.8 AM b 3

APARTMENIS FOR RENT: Central lcindon
2 Badman.. Availfhie May-July Call
866-3503 for more info.

—10ST: Two U.S Soviet Pairing Pagan
— —7—Mb sime-ragiliiound Cal:1145
Reserve a quite-arm in -private home for Colle3e year 89-'90. thin 2 minuk. walk
PERSONALS
*to University References required
Tel 866-2816
Heading for Europe this summer tor
there from Logan or ji K for no more than
let
Heated 1 & 2 bedroom apts located within
with AIRHTTCH as repotted in
$160
walking &tante University
Report. N1 Times, Lees Go.
Consumer
,
111 866-2816
Newsday. Good Hoiisekeeptng. and national
network morning shows For details. CALL
FOR SALE
212-864-2000 or ante 2901 Broadwas .
Suite 100A, NYNY 10025 AIRHITC1-t
CAR FORAttE-t9set Mazda 626. Red.
2 di. coupe..AC. AM/FM camette. 5 yeed,
mint condition. $1800 or 90. CALLSUMMER EMPLOYMENT
&)&7506 alter 9 PM or winds.
•

-

'CRUISE SHIP IOBS now hinng men and
women. Summer and career opportunities
'(will train). Excellent pay Om world travel
Bahamas. Caribbean. Etc CALL
WANrED:43am player bi--MI-all-shed-a
W!(206)73000014 3531. (Car
Banoig-based band \á aid night
-fexperience bacilli! 942-7544 or 667-6257---iefundabie)
afternoon
WANTED
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Party Nights at OpEDDIMi
NO COVER
MONDAY - $2.00 Mug Well Drinks (8-12)
TUESDAY - $1.00 Jack Daniels Shots(8-12)
7.00 cover (1Iies free)
WEDNESDAY - Ladies Night(half-price drinks)
THURSDAY - zrj,jPXN ,4rM

J,0Asi

WO cover

$1.00 Rolling Rocks
• Blue Light Specials
9-9:10 $1.00 Kamikazes
10-10:10 $1.00 Tequila
11-11:10 $1.00 Schnapps
FRIDAY - 12.00 cover"
$1.00 Well Drinks 8-9
$1.50 Well Drinks 9-10
$2.00 Well Drinks 10-11
$2.50 Well Drinks 11-on

4-8 Weds. and Thurs.
Live Entertainment
4-9 Every Day
Meal Specials
Rock and Roll and 754 Drafts Every Day

